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ENTER THE YOUNG...

THE CREATION OF A SOUND...
... Just The Right Sound
“WE NEVER CATEGORIZED OURSELVES,”
says Association co-founder Russ Giguere, “and we didn’t like to be
categorized by other people. But they did and they always will.
Some actually called us a bubblegum band! We never did any
bubblegum tunes. We did real music. But the upbeat optimism of
The Association was considered too light, too airy, too feel-good.”
! A mistake often made by the media, or that of the record
buying public, is the awful status of categorisation, and the
ill-defined placement within the refines of a certain
musical genre. Trapped by the walls that surround the
categor y, and one that often harms more than
enhances the legacy of any act. Were they blues? Was
he really folk? Is she really jazz?
! And perhaps none can be no more discouraging a
category than the sub-division of ‘bubblegum’ or the
wider encapsulation of ‘sunshine pop’. How does one
truly define such a term? Is it simply just a certain pop
sensibility? A feeling of uplifting good cheer within the
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craft of the song? And once one is placed
within the realms of said classification,
how does one break out? Is one allowed to
break out? For some… maybe not.
! The Association, creators of some of the
finest examples of 1960s cheerful, sunny
Los Angeles pop music, ha ve often
suﬀered over the years as a consequence of
categorisation. Their 1967 entry into the
world of said ‘sunshine pop’, the hook lines
that introduced us into the wondrous
world of “Windy” and, subsequently, the
record breaking “Never My Love”, as both
featured on the harmonious Bones
Howe-produced Insight Out album, have
seemingly destined the band to be forever
linked with such labelling. They created
music long before these par ticular
oﬀerings were committed onto tape – and
neither the chart-busting “Along Comes
Mary” nor the confusing psycho-babble of
“Pandora’s Golden Heebie Jeebies” can be
placed into any notable realm of grouping
– and, they created music long afterwards.
And yes, it has given them a lifespan that
has seen them through fifty turbulent
years of touring and recording (although
the latter has dwindled as a collective since
the 1990s), but the labelling has also
restricted the impact that their initial
recording career, seven full studio albums
issued between 1966 and 1972 (along with a
soundtrack and a double live album), has
had on their true integrity. Listening to the
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mixture of rock, jazz, country and blues
that ran across the grooves of some of the
later releases – The Association (1969), Stop
Your Motor (1971), Waterbeds In Trinidad
(1972) – one can barely conceive that this
was the same line-up that had aﬀorded
their name to be placed upon the labels of
such timeless classics as “Cherish”,
“Everything That Touches You” and “Time
For Livin’” - the latter of which many have
gone on record a s noting rang the
commercial death knell for their successful
chart orientated inclinations.
! The banjo introduction that rang clear
on Terry Kirkman’s “Look At Me, Look At
You” (from The Association), the r’n’b roots
that drove the Larry Ramos composition
“It’s Gotta Be Real” (Stop Your Motor) or
the jazz theme that created the groove on
“Kicking The Gong Around” (Waterbeds In
Trinidad), a collaboration between Jules
A l e x a n d e r a n d p o e t S te v e n C a r e y,
highlighted only too clearly the diversity of
influence and talents that the
six/seven-man band featured amongst their
ranks, and one of the inclusions on the
1969 Association-credited Goodbye,
C o l u m b u s s o u n d t r a c k a l b u m , Te r r y
Kirkman’s gorgeous “So Kind To Me
(Brenda’s Theme)”, is a truly sublime
contribution to the band’s canon of
heart-wrenching building ballads.
! The simple fact that they closed their
final release of this initial period with a

s p o ke to t h e m a s i n d i v i d u a l s , w a s
something very fresh and exciting.

cover
of their folkie-friend
John Stewart’s “Little Road And A Stone
To Roll” (a sad climax to bass player Brian
Cole’s all-too short life) only goes to show
that, despite the diverse nature of their
recorded musical travels, and the brief
submission into true commercial 60s pop,
they never ventured too far away from
their true roots. Their folk roots.
! Rising out of the early 1960s Los Angeles
folk clubs and coﬀee houses that were
proliferating during the early years of the
decade, the founding members of The
Association came together via a force of
nature. A force that evolved from a
frustrated American culture. One that was
all too aware as to the synthetic
manufacture of commercial surf music and
other Southern California idioms that
were being fabricated by a mass market.
The true exponents of ‘surf ’, and the
subsequent hot-roddin’ boom, were
minimal in comparison to those who
exploited the varying genres, and to many
of the youth population who hung around
the Sunset Strip and the surrounding
boulevards and canyons, the
draw of folk music, a
movement that
a p p e a l e d to
them
and
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! Terry Kirkman, founding member of The
Association, later recalled; “At this time
(the early 60’s) I became very politicised
and discovered there was another place for
me to be in the world. I was very attracted
to f o l k m u s i c a n d t h e c i v i l r i g h t s
movement. And I saw that as a calling. It
was a scene, it was a culture, and it was a
cause, and I really wanted to be a part of
that common and united voice. With folk
music, I couldn’t believe what was being
s u n g a b o u t . I co u l d n’t b e l i e v e t h e
accessibility of folk songs. They made you
want to sing. The content of the songs was
a big draw, talking about peace and
freedom, whilst being performed in
profoundly intimate settings. You were
viscerally immersed in the music and you
would walk out of the club and your
consciousness would be raised. I had never
heard anything like that! What were those
chords?
What was
that finger
picking? It
was better
than jazz
music, and it
was better
than rock ‘n’
roll…”
Above: An early portrait of a teenage Terry Kirkman

! Whilst over on the east coast of the
country, the folk clubs were often located
in darkened subterranean cellars and small
neon buildings, overshadowed by the

towering tenement blocks that rose up
into the New York skyline, but over on the
west coast the many clubs were spread
across the vast golden state like the citrus
groves that equally flourished in the
warmer climates. And in each city located
in this land of eternal sunshine there was
an abundance of downtown coﬀee houses,
full of youthful teens, devouring books of
ethnic-American folk songs, struggling
with the chord changes and the finger
picking style. Pomona, Pasadena, San
Diego… all the way into the vast inner city
sprawl of Hollywood.
! Terry Kirkman and Jules Gary Alexander
had first connected during a party, held on
a rainy Hawaiian mountainside slope
above Pearl Harbor during the fall of 1962.
Kirkman, a multi-talented musician with
numerous wind and reed instruments at
his fingertips, and a recent recipient of an
honourable discharge from the National
Guard, and Alexander, still currently
holding rank within the U.S. Navy and a
member of a folk trio
alongside two other
fellow recruits, (initially
labelled Sharon, Michael
& Alex, then The
Greenstone Singers
and, finally, The Froggy
Flats Ramblers), had
spent that evening
talking and sharing
musical interests,
promising to reconnect
back on the mainland
once Alexander had
also sailed away
Above: Sharon, Michael & Alex
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from his military status. Both had an
understanding of the localised folk scene,
and the two individuals were often to be
found checking out the many acts
f requenting the surrounding area s.
Kirkman, in partnership with a fellow
ex-student of Chaﬀey College in Alto
Loma, Frank Zappa, had also spent many
an evening performing random examples
of varying musical styles for whoever
wanted to hire them, whilst also forming
the short-lived band Frank Zappa’s Boogie
Men together. Alexander meanwhile, a
keen guitarist, had used his experiences
with his high school band, Terry & The
Twisters, to gain a foothold in the
recording studios, and then taken it one
step further within the coﬀee house circuit
with his navy buddies.

!

Frank Zappa’s Boogie Men business card... call ‘em

! Terry: “(Frank) was really into the ethnic
folk thing, and blues. We would tease
people with bongo drums and make up
music on the spot. I was playing clarinet,
singing and playing bongos. We didn't
really have a repertoire per se. Club people
would call us up and essentially want us to
make noise or read some poetry. They
really didn't have any idea what they
wanted. And they'd tell us maybe, 'how
about blues? How about ethnic folk

music?' We created things together…
ethnic folk, Afro-Cuban, blues, sparse jazz,
adaptations of Bach and other classics, etc.
It w a s j u s t w a l k i n g a r o u n d b e i n g
r e n t- a - g u y s f o r a n e w k i n d o f
entertainment that nobody understood, or
what it was they were supposed to be
doing…”
! Eventuall y, with Alexander ha ving
finished his services to the nation during
1963, the two reconnected again, once
Jules (going by his given second name of
Gar y during the era) had randoml y
dropped into one of the burgeoning folk
clubs located in Upland, a few miles north
of his family home in Pomona. There he
encountered a familiar face managing the
club, booking local acts and promoting the
shows. Both the friendship and the
musical aﬃnity were rekindled.
! Meanwhile, across town in Torrance, a
city located in the South Bay region of Los
Angeles, Ted Bluechel Jr., a ty pical
all-round Californian - tall, dark, sporty
and exceedingly handsome –
was
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also experimenting with the new folk
music movement. A talented
high school percussionist,
and also proficient on
guitar, he hooked up with
fellow student Dave
Fractmen, who in turn
brought in two of his
college friends, Ken Ballard and Nyles
Brown, to form The Cherry Hill Singers, a
popular young quartet who performed at
many of the established clubs around the
ever-increasing circuit, such as Upland’s
Meeting Place, The Ice House over in
Pasadena, and the influential Troubadour
C l u b , d e e p i n t h e h e a r t o f We s t
Hollywood. The band also went on to cut
an early album for the HiFi/Life Records
label (The Cherry Hill Singers: An Exciting
New Folk Group L-1020) during 1964. Sadly,
it went nowhere of note.
! A similar tale of hard work, with little
commercial success, was to befall The Gnu
Fokes, yet another traveling folk troupe,
this time hailing from Portland in Oregon.
Consisting of upright bass player Brian
Cole, guitarist, banjo picker and mandolin
p l a y e r B o b Pa g e , a l o n g w i t h t h e
full-figured 12-string guitarist and
powerhouse vocalist Molly Malarkey,
this particular threesome, originally
n a m i n g t h e m s e l v e s T h e Mo l l y
Ma l a r ke y Tr i o , h a d a c h i e v e d a
modicum of success back in their
home state but, wishing to find
greater appeal, had change their name
and ventured the 950-plus miles down
south to the bright lights of L.A., hoping
for wider visibility and acclaim. Cole, also

enamoured by the draw of Hollywood,
harboured an equal desire for fame
amongst the acting fraternity, and where
better to be than the adopted home of the
silver screen?
! Arriving in southern California during
late November of 1963 the trio starting
performing at a number of the smaller
clubs around the city, such as the 23 Skidoo
over in Westwood, the Villain’s Lute in Van
Nuys and the Blind Alley, further down the
coastline in San Diego, improvising their

distinctive mixture of music and comedy
on the small stages, whilst performing
versions of “Skillet (Good and Greasy)”,
“The Bike Riders Lament”, “Daddy Roll
‘em” and a wild spoof of “Puﬀ The Magic
Dragon”.
! At one stage the trio even ventured into
the recording studio themselves, cutting a
demo tape so that their new management
team could shop them around but such
was the increasing popularity of a number
of other acts under the manager’s wings

Below: Where were you back in ’62 ? The Troubadour Club, Santa Monica Boulevard
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that little attention was paid to the
struggling trio. Then, as both Brian Cole
and Bob Pa ge began to focus their
attentions on the regular gatherings that
were taking place at the Troubadour club
over on Santa Monica Boulevard, The Gnu
Fokes drifted apart.
! Monday nights at the Troubadour Club
were drawing big crowds. Even before the
music moguls, the hungry agents and the
shady mana gement figures began to
multiply amongst the packed crowds who
surrounded the imposing sta ge, the
Monday night ‘hoot’ events were always
guaranteed to bring in the talented, and
the not-so-hot, all keen to share their
prowess, to whatever degree, before their
musical peers and contemporaries.
! The legendary Troub ‘hootenannys’, open
mic events, whereupon anyone could get
up on the stage and play for the crowds if
they had the chutzpah and the ability,
gradually began to draw in a virtual who’s
who of the Los Angeles folk scene, all
watching, sharing and learning from each
other. David Crosby, Doug Dillard, Gene
Clark, Elaine ‘Spanky’ McFarlane, John
Deutschendorf, Jim McGuinn, Michael
Nesmith, Hoyt Axton, Jose Feliciano, The
Yester Brothers, Linda Ronstadt… The
New Christy Minstrels. The Minstrels,
now with new recruits Barry McGuire and
Larry Ramos in their vast line-up, had
even recorded their second album, In
Person, live from the Troubadour stage
during 1963.
! However, it wasn’t always the traditional
and the talent that dominated the stage,
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with many simply using the opportunity of
the spotlight to spout their own
self-indulgence or mundane views of the
world before the captured audience.
! “If one had the whatever-it-took to go
play the Troubadour on a Monday night it
might indicate that the player was either
truly talented and knew that he or she had
a chance to come oﬀ well or was absolutely
delusional about their abilities,” says Jules
Alexander. “Of course there were the
occasional madmen and women that
would perform at the hoots that gave a
certain gritty Gong Show flavour.
! “There would always be the completely
stoned out players who would get on stage
and forget to play. It happened more than
once. Then there were the
proto-performance artists; nobody knew
what to do with them, one of whom was
an incredibly beautiful woman who was
over 6'2", barefoot, and way before her
time. But the Troub audience tended to

want acoustical protest and denim dreams,
not bare breasted women's angst.”
! One notable evening, in between the
bouts of mediocrity and lunacy from the
likes of Wild Man Fischer, bluegrass banjo
specialist Doug Dillard, frustrated by the
political state that the events were
gradually formulating into, took
proceedings into his own hands.
! Terry Kirkman; “Dillard looked at the
stage that night and said ‘this is just
bullshit! What happened to the hoot
night? What happened to the fun and the
sing-along? Let’s just hit the stage and do
that…”
! Rousing the troops from their slumber,
twenty or so keen musicians leapt up onto
the stage alongside regular MC Tony
Mafia, all keen to have their voices heard
as one.
! “They said, ‘Well, you have to have a
name for your act,’ and (responding
instinctively) Doug said, ‘We’re called the
Inner Tubes,’ and so the MC at this
hootenanny gets up and says, ‘Okay, here’s
the Inner Tubes…’”
! Launching into a repertoire of popular
folk tunes, this ad-hoc amalgamation,
featuring such names as Kirkman,
Alexander, Cole, Bluechel and Pa ge
amongst the line-up, performed a brief set
comprising of “Banks Of The Ohio”,
“Michael Row The Boat Ashore”, “Darlin’
Corey” and “This Land Your Land” before
leaving the stage to a rapturous applause.
! “It was twenty-plus minutes of the best
musical fun anyone had experienced in
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some time,” recalls Terry Kirkman. “All in
all quite a blur for me, however, because it
was the first time I’d ever sung on any such
stage, let alone with such talented people.
Little would I have dared dream, though,
just how important that night and that
stage were going to be for me…”
! As the popularity of the Inner Tubes
grew, week by week, so did the various
musicians who drifted in, and out of the
vast interchanging line-up. But Troubadour
owner, the lanky, astute Doug Weston, saw
the potential that such a multi-talented
chorus of folk musicians could oﬀer. The
phenomenal success story of The New
Christy Minstrels had demonstrated that
fact right before his very eyes, and on his
own stage, and yet such was this loose
arrangement amongst all participants over
membership that Weston, overseeing the
unfolding dramas from the Troubadour
balcony, felt a more formal approach was
n e e d e d t o t a ke t h e n e x t s t e p .
Subsequently, word was sent out amongst
the frenzied weekly gathering that anyone
interested in stepping for ward and
combining the sound into an oﬃcial,
organized line-up should show up the
following weekend, whereupon he would
oversee the forming of a ‘serious’ musical
act. Thus came about the formation of
The Men.
! Thirteen members have been oﬃcially
linked to having been a part of the first
draft of The Men, and alongside Jules Gary
Alexander and Terry Kirkman were Ted
Bluechel, Brian Cole, Bob Page, Michael
Whalen, Steve Cohen, Harvey Gerst,
Howard Wilcox, Nyles Brown, Tony Mafia,

Steven Stapenhorst and Sanny Delano and,
together, as one united vocal chorus, they
formed a formidable folk line-up. Albeit
one with a diﬀerence.
! Terry: “Ted started playing drums. Well,
you don’t have drums in a folk group. Well,
you do now! And Harvey Gerst played an
electric Gretsch guitar, whilst someone
else played electric bass, and everyone else
played acoustic instruments, guitars and
banjo. And if you were looking at it from
an arranger ’s standpoint there were
thirteen voices and thirteen instruments,
so you had twenty-six voices and
instruments to play with!
! “We got together and we experimented
with these incredible vocal arrangements.
And almost nobody else had electrified
their instruments yet. But we did anything
we wanted. Any time somebody wanted to
sing a horn line, or a guitar line, he just
did, because there was still a solid
harmony group going. It was so much
fun…”
! As they took to the stages of not only the
Troubadour, but also at other local venues
such as Music Box Theatre on Hollywood
Boulevard, the Cosmos down in Seal
Beach, and the Mecca, over in Buena Park,
they went down a storm. Billed as either
The World’s First Folk Music Revue (a
Folk-Rock Chorus) or The World’s First
a n d Fi n e s t Fo l k- Ro c k G r o u p ( t h e
‘Rockiest, Swingiest, Folkiest Show in
Histor y!’), their performances were
proving to be an important step in the
union of these two significant genres of
popular music and some that were
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Above: The Men line up for the lens...

initiating the first, tentative moves
towards the worldwide success that a
number of associated acts would achieve
the following year.
! One notable change for the gathering
came along when Michael Whalen, one of
the front-line vocalists, was approached by
The New Christy Minstrels management

team with an oﬀer to replace Barry McGuire, who was leaving
the group in search of solo success. With an opportunity he
couldn’t turn down, Whalen opted out of The Men, leaving a
vacancy that was duly filled by one Russell Giguere, a New
Hampshire-born friend of Jules who, up until that point,
having relocated to California in his youth, had been
switching roles between operating the lighting rig at the
popular Ice House in Pasadena, and learning his trade on the
stage of the club, performing as a part of the short-lived duo
Sterling & Giguere. Nevertheless, even with a fresh new talent
aboard, with such a vast gathering of minds, The Men couldn’t
last, as certain individuals wanted to take the direction of the
group one way, whilst others were content in continuing with
the same format. It all came to a head shortly afterwards,
during a rehearsal session held at the Larchmont Hall, a few
miles east of Hollywood, during March of 1965. Frustrated at
the on-going developments during the rehearsal, a band
meeting was hastily called, during which, after a series of
heated exchanges, six members walked out
! “I remember the day,” says guitarist Steve Cohen. “I can
recollect someone pulling out a list and airing their grievance
over the arrangements or something and how things were
forming up. There were some who were really building up
against others, who just stood up to read from their list of
seven things or so. It was probably a good idea but it was the
breaking point…”
! Outside, in the warm California evening, Jules Gary
Alexander, Terry Kirkman, Ted Bluechel Jr., Brian Cole, Bob
Page and Russell Giguere there and then formulated a new
plan. An Association…
Further details surrounding the formation of The Association
can be found in:
THE ASSOCIATION: CHERISH
(The Story of America’s First Folk-Rock Band)
by Malcolm C. Searles. © 2018
For information contact: info@dojotonepublications.com
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Left: Russell Giguere (bottom) joins Jules Gary Alexander and Brian Cole in The Men

! Postscript: Within a matter of weeks, following on from
the formation of this new sextet, Bob Page had left the band, replaced by the
Alabama-born Jim Yester (above centre). Then, on April 7th 1965, this new line up would
enter the Radio Recorders studios, located along Hollywood’s Santa Monica Boulevard, to
cut their debut release for the Jubilee Records label. Although that release, “Babe I’m
Gonna Leave You”, and its subsequent successor (“One Too Many Mornings”) would fail
to find national success fortune befell the band shortly afterwards when Along Came
Mary...
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